Excellence in competition
力壓群雄
表現卓越
Prizes and Awards
獎項與榮譽

Students and Alumni 學生及校友

Nema Mohamed Safwat Ibrahim Abdelazim of the Department of Physics and Materials Science won the Best Paper Award in the 2nd International Conference on New Horizons in Basic and Applied Science (2016) organised by Al-Azhar University, Egypt.

Adesola Samson Ademiloye of the Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering received the Best Student Paper Award in the 2016 IAENG International Conference on Scientific Computing organised by the International Association of Engineers (IAENG).

Stephen Adeyemi Alabi and Hu Jun (胡俊) of the Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering won the Best Student Presentation Award (2016) in the 20th HKSTAM Annual Conference in conjunction with the 12th Shanghai–HK Forum on Mechanics and Its Application organised by the Hong Kong Society of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics (HKSTAM).

Several students of the Department of Biomedical Sciences were awarded in the Neuroscience Symposium 2016 and the Annual Scientific Conference of the Hong Kong Society of Neurosciences co-organised by the University of Hong Kong and the Hong Kong Society of Neurosciences. Pallavi Asthana, Au Ngan-pan (區雁斌) and Chand Raza won the Poster Presentation Award, while Hannah Tetteh won the 1st Runner Up–Oral Presentation.

But Yee-man (畢綺雯), Godfrey Chang Ching-kwok (張正國), Choi Sung Bin, He Yi (何怡) and Arnold Tang Yu-hin (鄧宇軒) of the School of Law teamed up to win the 6th Annual Budapest Pre-Moot for the Twenty Third Annual Willem C. Vis International Commercial Arbitration Moot organised by Eötvös Loránd University.

Chan Ka-lung (陳嘉隆), Ava Chan Sum-po (陳心寶), Choi Ming-ho (蔡明浩), Kong Chun-long (江俊朗), Lau Yin-tung (劉彥彤), Li Ka-man (李嘉敏), Ma Lee (馬莉), Aruna Surendran Ramkrishnan, Siu Ho-ming (邵浩銘), Tam Tsz-ching (譚芷晴) and Wan Yi-ching (溫禕程) of the Department of Biology and Chemistry; and Chan Chung-yuen (陳中原), Yeung Pak-piu (楊柏標) and Yiu Tak-mei (姚德薇) of the Department of Mechanical and Biomedical Engineering teamed up to win the Gold Medal at the International Genetically Engineered Machine (iGEM) Giant Jamboree Competition 2015 organised by the iGEM Foundation.

A team of CityU students won a gold medal at the International Genetically Engineered Machine Giant Jamboree Competition 2015. (Front row, from left) Yeung Pak-piu, Kong Chun-long, Siu Ho-ming, Choi Ming-ho, Chan Chung-yuen and Chan Ka-lung; (back row, from left) Ma Lee, Wan Yi-ching, Tam Tsz-ching, Lau Yin-tung, Yiu Tak-mei, Li Ka-man, Aruna Surendran Ramkrishnan and Chan Sum-po.

城大學生組隊參加2015年國際遺傳工程機器設計競賽，以優秀成績奪得金獎。(前排，左起)楊柏標、江俊朗、邵浩銘、蔡明浩、陳中原及陳嘉隆；(後排，左起)馬莉、溫禕程、譚芷晴、劉彥彤、姚德薇、李嘉敏、Aruna Surendran Ramkrishnan及陳心寶。
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Chan Man-hung (陳敏紅), Lam Ka-tsun (林嘉浚), Ricky Li Wai-kei (李瑋棋) and Wong Yiu-chun (黃耀駿) of the Division of Building Science and Technology won the CIOB Hong Kong Outstanding Student Awards 2014/2015 of the Chartered Institute of Building (CIOB) Hong Kong Section.

Chan Pui-hei (陳沛熙), Cui Binbin (崔彬彬) and Tam Hei-yin (譚晞彥) of the Department of Mechanical and Biomedical Engineering were awarded the Second Prize in IEEE Hong Kong Section (Undergraduate) Student Paper Contest (2015) organised by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Hong Kong Section.

Students from different departments have been successful in the EYAcademy CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) Challenge 2016. Chan Siu-ting (陳小婷) of the Department of Accountancy (AC) won the Best Team Award–Champion, and Most Favourite Team; Ho Hiu-fung (何曉烽) of the Department of Information Systems (IS), and Wong Shuk-ching (黃淑晶) of AC, won the Best Team Award–First Runner-up; Lau Hoi-ngai (劉海藝) and Wong Ka-ting (汪嘉婷), both of AC, won the Best Team Award–Second Runner-up; Queenie Shum Kwan-yee (岑釗宜) of the School of Law won the Top Performing Cadet–Champion; and Valent Cheung Chiu-ying (張昭瀛) of IS won the Top Performing Cadet–Second Runner-up.

Students from different departments were successful in the “Challenge Cup” National Competition–Hong Kong Regional Final, Hong Kong University Student Innovation and Entrepreneurship Competition 2016 organised by the Hong Kong New Generation Cultural Association.

Three teams of students won the Second Prize: (1) Michelle Chan Ying-ying (陳盈盈), Vicky Chik Wai-han (戚慧嫻) and Iris Sin Wai-yee (冼慧儀) of the Department of Mechanical and Biomedical Engineering (MBE); (2) Chan Yin-lam (陳彥霖), Cherissa Hung Sze-ying (洪詩瑩) of the Department of Accountancy (AC), Thadine Ng Wing-yin (吳詠妍) of the Department of Information Systems (IS), and Yeung Hoi-ying (楊凱盈) of the Department of Economics and Finance; (3) Lam Wah-shing (林華盛) and Shu Jing (舒靖) of MBE, Leung Chiu-yee (梁超儀) of the Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering, and Wong Yat-kwan (王逸鈞) of IS.

(From left) Chan Ying-ying, Sin Wai-yee and Chik Wai-han. (左起)陳盈盈、冼慧儀及戚慧嫻。
Seven teams of students won the Third Prize: (1) Lee Kam-wing (李鑫榮) of IS, Vicki Leung Chung-sze (梁頌詩) of AC, Wong Hong-yiu (黃康銚) of the Department of Marketing and Jethani Nirav Sunil of the College of Business; (2) Roy Suen Man-luen (孫文鑾) of AC and Wan Kai-yin (溫啟然) of IS; (3) Cho Alex (左英傑), May Lam Ka-yan (林嘉欣) of AC, and Cheung Ho-cheuk (張豪爵) of the Department of Management Science; (4) Lam Suet-yan (林雪欣), Leung King-wai (梁璟偉), Yan Yeung-fong (甄梓芳) and Yu Yan-ki (余恩淇) of the School of Energy and Environment; (5) Sun Tianying (孫天瀛) of the Department of Physics and Materials Science; (6) Chow Tak-shing (周德誠) and Xu Yaohai (徐銘海) of the Department of Computer Science; (7) William Reynaldi Solichin, Tommy Ng Yin-ho (伍賢浩), Wu Lin (吳林) and Zhao Yiwei (趙一葦) of MBE.

Chang Yuchen (常雨晨), Jiang Zaihuan (蔣在歡), Li Yucheng (李禹城), Li Yuping (李宇萍) and Tang Haiyi (唐海藝) of the Department of Media and Communication won the Best Shop–Third Prize in the 2015 Yahoo Auction Competition organised by Yahoo Hong Kong. Chang Yuchen, Jiang Zaihuan, Li Yupin and Tang Haiyi also won the Winning Prize in the 2015 ASUS Creative Commercial Contest organised by the Asustek Computer Incorporation (ASUS).

Chau Shuk-wa (周淑華) of the Department of Public Policy received the Best Student Award (2015) jointly presented by the Chartered Institute of Housing (Asia Pacific Branch) and the Hong Kong Institute of Housing.

Several students did well in the Institution of Engineering and Technology Hong Kong Young Professionals Exhibition & Competition 2016 organised by the Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET) Hong Kong Younger Members Section. Cheng Chun-sing (鄭晉昇) and Liu Chun-for (廖俊科) of the Department of Electronic Engineering (EE) were awarded the Championship, Fu Yuqiao (付鈺喬) of the Department of Physics and Materials Science won the First Runner-up, Zhu Hongxu (朱紅旭) of EE won the Second Runner-up, and Ng Ching-tao (伍靖陶) of the Department of Systems Engineering and Engineering Management was the winner of My Favourite Booth.
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Three students of the Department of Electronic Engineering were successful in the HKIE Project Competition 2016 “IoT Development for Smart Cities”. Cheng Chun-sing (鄭晉昇) won the Championship, Chi Haoran (遲浩然) won the First Runner-up while Hung Faan-hei (孔繁熙) won the Second Runner-up.

Cheung Lai-tung (張麗彤), Isaac Guan (關同頌), Lee Ka-yee (李珈儀), Esmond Wong Chun-ka (黃俊嘉) and Xie Jun (謝駿) of the School of Law teamed up to win the Championship and the Best Memorial in the Susan J. Ferrell Intercultural Human Rights Moot Court Competition (2016) organised by the School of Law, St. Thomas University.

Cheng Hiu-ying (鄭曉盈) of the Department of Linguistics and Translation won the First Runner-up in the Chinese-English Translation Competition 2016 organised by the Education University of Hong Kong.

Kristen Cheong Hon-kit (蔣漢杰) and Luk Ka-ying (陸家盈) of the Department of Accountancy teamed up with other students to win the Top 10 winners of the World Asian Case Competition (2015) organised by the Academy of Asian Business.

Cheung Wai-han (張慧嫻) of the Department of Mechanical and Biomedical Engineering and Ivy Ng Tsz-ying (伍梓瑩) of the College of Business teamed up with students from other universities to win the Best Presentation Award in the semi-final of The Hong Kong Social Enterprise Challenge 2015 organised by the Centre for Entrepreneurship of The Chinese University of Hong Kong.
Rigsby Chi Fung-cheung (池鳳翔) of the Department of Computer Science won the Second Runner-up in the Final Year Project Competition (2015) organised by IEEE (Hong Kong) Computational Intelligence Chapter. He and Ho Chun-hang (何鎮行) of the same department also won the Merit Award in the HKEIA Innovation & Technology Project Competition organised by the Hong Kong Electronic Industries Association (HKEIA) and Hong Kong Electronic Industries Association Education Foundation.

Jacky Chiem Ka-shui (詹嘉瑞), Flaria Lee Ching-ching (李菁菁) and Christy Leung Wing-hin (梁詠軒) of the Department of Public Policy were awarded the Outstanding Dissertation Award (2015) by the Chartered Institute of Housing (Asia Pacific Branch).

Two teams formed by students from various departments won gold and silver awards in the JOS Innovative IT Project Awards 2015–16. The gold-winning team comprised Dai Peng (戴騰) from the Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering (ACE), Liu Jiacheng (劉嘉承) from the Department of Computer Science, Wei Lin (魏琳) and Yau Ruyun (姚如昀) from the Department of Media and Communication, and Wu Haotian (吳昊天) and Liu Xinhong (劉心鴻) from the Department of Electronic Engineering (EE). The silver-winning team was formed by Lam Wah-shing (林華盛) from the Department of Mechanical and Biomedical Engineering, Sylvia Lee See-wai (李詩慧) from the Department of Linguistics and Translation, Leung Chiu-yee (梁超儀) from ACE, He Danyun (何丹雲) from the Department of Management, and Revanth Banala Nithyanandam from EE.

CityU won the men’s overall championship and the women’s overall 1st runner-up in the 2015–2016 annual intervarsity sports competitions organised by The University Sports Federation of Hong Kong, China. Nine CityU athletes were named Most Valuable Player in their respective events, underlining CityU’s overall sporting strength. CityU won the championship in nine events, and took home 15 1st runners-up positions and six third-placed positions.

Du Yuefeng (杜越風) and Zhang Jialing (張佳靈) of the Department of Computer Science won the Second Prize in the 2016 Intel Cup Undergraduate Electronic Design Contest–Embedded System Design Invitational Contest organised by Shanghai Jiaotong University and Intel Corporation.
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Fan Siu-leung (樊兆樑) of the School of Law won the Championship in the Hong Kong Insurance Law Association—2nd Essay Competition organised by the Hong Kong Insurance Law Association.

Fan Wing-to (范永滔) and Tung Chung-pui (董仲培) of the Department of Electronic Engineering were awarded the HKIE Outstanding Paper Award for Young Engineers/Researchers 2015 organised by the Hong Kong Institution of Engineers (HKIE).

Fang Zhou (方舟) of the Department of Computer Science received the Silver Award in ASM Technology Award (2015) by ASM Pacific Technology Limited.

Enoch Fong Yan-hon (方恩瀚), Mia Kot Sin-yi (葛倩怡), Daphne So Heng-yan (蘇杏欣), Jacobus Johannes Martinus Du Plessis and Joshua Tong Ying-ho (唐英豪) of the School of Law teamed up to win the Best Respondent Memorial in the 2016 Philip C. Jessup International Law Moot Court Competition Hong Kong Regional Round organised by the International Law Students Association.

Zita Fung Ho-lam (馮皓琳), Kwong Kin-wing (鄺建穎), Joyce Lo Hei-man (羅晞敏) and Yeung Mei-sze (楊美詩) of the Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering, Yip Wan-ting (葉詠婷) of the Department of Biology and Chemistry, To Shiu-him (杜肇謙) of the Department of Mechanical and Biomedical Engineering, Chan Chiu-ngai (陳釗毅), Lai Sin-ching (黎倩晶) and Pun Ka-yung (潘家勇) of the Department of Systems Engineering and Engineering Management teamed up to win the Asia Regional Prize of the Worldwide Contest “24 hour Innovation” 2016 organised by École de Technologie Supérieure, Canada.

Gao Qing (高慶) of the Department of Mechanical and Biomedical Engineering received the Guan Zhao-zhi Award (2015) by the Technical Committee of Control Theory and Chinese Association of Automation.

Gu Zhonghua (顧忠華) of the Department of Public Policy was the recipient of 2016 Endeavour Australia Cheung Kong Research Fellowship (2015) by the Department of Education and Training, Australian Government.

Abdulmecit Gungor of the Department of Electronic Engineering won the Championship in 2014–15 Best Final Year Project Competition (Individual Project) organised by the Energy Institute (Hong Kong Branch).
Guo Lei (郭磊) of the Department of Electronic Engineering won the Student Best Paper Award in the 2015 International Workshop on Electromagnetics: Applications and Student Innovation Competition organised by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE).

The works of Ho Sheung-ning (何上寧) and Lee Hoi-ching (李凱晴) of the School of Creative Media were both selected as winning works in the 9th ASIAGRAPH CG Art Gallery–Division II: “CG Animation Theater” (2015) organised by the National Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation, Japan.

Hu Yunzi (胡云子) and Kwan Tsz-him (關祉謙) of the School of Energy and Environment won the Gold Medal with the Congratulations of Jury in the 44th International Exhibition of Inventions Geneva (2016).

Daisy Huang Ju (黃菊) of the Department of Economics and Finance won the Best Paper Award in the 2015 Global Real Estate Summit organised by Asian Real Estate Society.

Huang Weixiang (黃偉祥) of the Department of Management Sciences won the honorable mention in the Best Student Paper Competition in the Seventh POMS–HK International Conference organised by the Production and Operations Management Society (POMS)–Hong Kong Chapter.

Ji Houling (姬厚靈) of the Department of Computer Science won the Best Paper Award in the 15th International Conference on Algorithms and Architectures for Parallel Processing (ICA3PP 2015).

Kan Fook-yee (簡福飴) of the Department of Economics and Finance received the Gold Bauhinia Medal (2015) by the Government of the Hong Kong, SAR.

Kan Long-yin (簡朗然), Tam Wing-ye (譚穎怡) and Yeung Sz-wing (楊偲穎) of the Department of Accountancy, and Lam Kiu-chun (林偉俊) of the Department of Marketing teamed up to win the Championship, Best Team Spirit Award and the Top Participating Institute (Degree) in the ACCA Hong Kong Business Competition 2015 organised by the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA).

Kwan Tsz-him (關祉謙) and Li Chong (李冲) of the School of Energy and Environment won the Second and Third Prize in the Best Poster Award respectively in the BioEnergy and Biorefinery Conference (2016) organised by the BioEnergy Society of Singapore.

Lai Lok-shun (黎樂信) of the Department of Biology and Chemistry received the Best Poster Presentation Award at the 12th International Symposium on Persistent and Toxic Substances (2015) co-organised by UC Riverside Department of Environmental Sciences, UC Riverside Environmental Toxicology Graduate Program, State Key Laboratory of Environmental Chemistry and Ecotoxicology, Research Center for Eco-Environmental Sciences and Chinese Academy of Sciences.

Alumni and students from the School of Creative Media performed strongly in the Hong Kong ICT Awards 2016 organised by 10 Hong Kong information and communications technology industry associations and professional bodies. Lam Ho-tak (林昊德), Kwok Man-ho (郭文浩) and Ng Kai-chung (吳啓忠) won the Best Digital Entertainment (Animation & Visual Effects) and Special Mention (Directing & Story/Screenplay), while Tamar Wong Hei-tung (黃熙廷) won the Best Student Invention (Tertiary and Postgraduate) Bronze Award.
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Leung Fong-ling (梁芳玲) of the Department of English won the Third Prize in the 2015 RTHK Top Story Competition by RTHK.

Leung Tsz-tun (梁梓敦) of the Department of Applied Social Sciences won the 25th Outstanding Social Workers Award presented by the Hong Kong Social Workers Association.

Li Wang (李望) of the Department of Accountancy, and Guo Jiaxing (郭嘉興), Huang Xinlei (黃鑫磊) and Zhou Hanye (周涵暉) of the Department of Economics and Finance teamed up to win the Second Prize in the SCMP/IFPHK Financial Planner Awards (2015) (University Student Category) jointly organised by South China Morning Post and the Institute of Financial Planners of Hong Kong (IFPHK).

Liang Zerui (梁澤睿) of the Department of Media and Communication won the Second Prize at the 7th Postgraduate Student Symposium of the Chinese Journalism and Communication Consortium (2015) organised by Fudan University.

Lin Jianxiong (林建雄), Yuan Hongning (袁虹凝) of the Department of Computer Science, and Liu Xinhong (劉心鴻) from the Department of Electronic Engineering teamed up to win the Bronze Medal in ACM ICPC Beijing Regional Contest (2015) organised by the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) Asia.

Li Fuyang (李富洋) and Zhao Mengying (趙夢瑩) of the Department of Computer Science received the Best Student Paper Award in the 21st IEEE International Conference on Embedded and Real-Time Computing Systems and Applications (2015) organised by the Daegu Gyeongbuk Institute of Science and Technology.

Li Mozhu (李墨竹) of the Department of Media and Communication was awarded the Best in Features Video Reporting (Chinese) in the Campus Newspaper Award 2014–15 organised by China Daily.

Ricky Li Wai-kei (李瑋棋) and Mak Lok-yi (麥樂怡) of the Division of Building Science and Technology received the HKIE Prize for Outstanding Engineering Students (2014–15) by the Hong Kong Institution of Engineers (HKIE).
Lin Wei (藺煒) and Zhang Jieqiong (張潔瓊) of the Department of Electronic Engineering received the Young Scientist Award at the 2015 IEEE TENCON Conference organised by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE).

Lyu Mengxuen (呂夢煊), Mao Bowen (毛博文) and Zeng Zheng (曾峥) of the Department of Computer Science won the Second Runner-up in the Samsung Solve for Tomorrow 2015 Contest (2015) organised by Samsung Electronics H.K. Co., Ltd. Lyu Mengxuen also teamed up with Panda Sourav of the same department, and Jiang Zhuoran (江卓然) of the Department of Information Systems to win the Second Runner-Up placing in the ISACA Student Group Annual Case Competition 2016 organised by the Information Systems Audit and Control Association (ISACA) China HK Chapter, along with the ISACA Student Groups of HKUST and CityU.

Mo Hoi-tik (巫海滴) of the Department of Media and Communication won the Championship in the “i Power We Share” Professional Jury Award (2016) organised by Radio-i-Care, Tung Wah Group of Hospitals.

Mui Ka-tsun (梅家俊) of the Department of Electronic Engineering won the Silver Award in the HKEIA Innovation & Technology Project Competition Award 2015 organised by the Hong Kong Electronic Industries Association (HKEIA) and Hong Kong Electronic Industries Association Education Foundation. Lam Yuk-pong (林煜邦) of the Department of Physics and Materials Science was awarded the Merit Prize in the same competition.

Ng Hoi-chung (吳鎧忠) of the Department of Public Policy won the Second Runner-up in Men’s Team Foil Event in the U23 Asian Fencing Championship (2016) organised by the Fencing Confederation of Asia.

Alice Ng Man-yi (吳敏儀) of the Department of Chinese and History won the Taitung County Council Speaker Award (2015) by the Asia Pacific International Ink Arts Alliance.

Three teams of students were successful in the Hong Kong Undergraduate Financial Planners of the Year Award 2015 organised by the Society of Registered Financial Planners. Ni Chongbo (倪崇博), Yeh Yunting (葉蘊葶) and Zhang Wanting (張婉婷) of the Department of Economics and Finance (EF), and Sun He (孫鶴) of the Department of Accountancy (AC) won the First Runner-up and the Certificate of Excellent Presentation; Kam Chung-yin (甘遂賢), Tso Ho-cheung (曹浩漳) and Kwok Ming-ho (郭銘濤) of EF, and Leung Ka-ho (梁嘉豪) of AC won the Second Runner-up and Certificate of Excellent Presentation; Lam To-kwong (林道光), Yoga Charlie (楊基利), Ng Li-theng (伍俐莛) and Yang Yue (楊岳) of EF were awarded the Certificate of Merits.

Ouyang Bo of the Department of Mechanical and Biomedical Engineering won the Championship in the HKIE–CAI Student Paper Competition – Postgraduate Level (2015–16) co-organised by the Hong Kong Institution of Engineers, Control, Automation & Instrumentation Division, and the Institute of Measurement and Control, Hong Kong Section.

Siu Cheuk-wing (蕭卓詠) of the Department of Marketing teamed up with other students to win the Championship of the Business Case Competition (2016) co-organised by Microsoft, the Women’s Foundation and Ivey Business School.

Siu Wai-hang (蕭偉恒) of the School of Creative Media won the WYNG Masters Award (2016) by the WYNG Foundation.
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Tang Oi-in (鄧詠妍) of the Department of Systems Engineering and Engineering Management received the Corporate Excellence Award in the 2016 Hong Kong International Airport Customer Service Excellence Programme organised by the Hong Kong Airport Authority.

Renee Tong Ka-po (湯嘉寶) of the Department of Computer Science received the Outstanding ICT Super Girl Award (2015) by the Hong Kong Computer Society.

Sarah Vallance of the Department of English won the 2016 Pushcart Prize by Pushcart Press.

Wang Zhigang (王志剛) of the Department of Biology and Chemistry received the Outstanding Poster Award at the Gordon Research Conference (GRC) on Metals in Medicine organised by the Gordon Research Conference.

Graduates of the School of Creative Media performed strongly in the 2016 Incubator for Film and Visual Media in Asia (IFVA). Wong Wai-nap (黃瑋納) won a Gold Award in the Open Category with a short film titled The Sea Within, while Lam Ho-tak (林昊德), Kwok Man-ho (郭文浩) and Ng Kai-chung (吳啓忠) won a Silver Award in the Animation Category. In addition, the documentary by Beatrice Wong Suet-ling (黃雪綾) received the Special Mention in the Open Category; the installation by Yip Kai-chun (葉啟俊) received the Special Mention in the Media Art Category; the installation by Siu Wai-hang (蕭偉恒) won the Emerging Talent Award in the Media Art Category; and the work of Lau Sai-wing (劉世榮) received Jury Recommendation in the Open Category.

Nicholas Wong Yu-bon (黃裕邦) of the Department of English received the 2016 Lambda Literary Award for poetry by Lambda Literary.

Wu Jingxian (吳靜嫻) of the Department of Public Policy was awarded the Best Paper (2016) by the China Health Insurance Research Association.

Wu Yunfei (吳雲飛) of the Department of Electronic Engineering received the “Young Scientist Award” at The 21st Optoelectronics and Communications Conference/International Conference in Photonics in Switching 2016.

Xiang Daohong (向道紅) of the Department of Mathematics was the recipient of the Alexander von Humboldt Research Fellowship by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation.

Xu Shang (徐尚) of the Department of Mechanical and Biomedical Engineering won the Best Student Presentation Award in the 20th Annual Conference of HKSTAM 2016 organised by the Hong Kong Society of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics (HKSTAM).

Xu Wenying (許文盈) of the Department of Mathematics was awarded the 2015 Jiangsu Outstanding Master Degree Paper by the Degrees Committee of Jiangsu.

Yang Xiya (楊希婭) of the School of Energy and Environment won the Best Poster Award in the International Conference on Advanced Complex Inorganic Nanomaterials 2015 organised by Université Catholique de Louvain and University of Namur, Belgium.
Yip Yan-yi (葉恩怡) and Chau Chun-hei (周俊希) of the Department of Accountancy won the Championship and First Runner-up respectively in the Young Tax Professional of the Year 2016 organised by Ernst & Young.

Zhu Han (朱晗) of the Department of Management Sciences won the Student Best Paper Award in the Asian Conference of Management Science and Applications 2015 organised by the Asian Association of Management Science and Application.

Zhou Shunli (周順莉) of the Department of Economics and Finance was awarded the 2016 Best Financial Planner–Merit by the Life Underwriters Association of Hong Kong.

**Staff 教職員**

Four CityU faculty members received the Early Career Award 2015 by the Research Grants Council. The awardees were Dr Dennis Amelunxen and Dr Xiang Wei (向偉博士) in the Department of Mathematics, Mr Tobias Klein in the School of Creative Media, and Dr Tong Yu (童昱博士) in the Department of Information Systems. Dr Amelunxen also received the 2015 Information and Inference Best Paper Prize by the Institute of Mathematics and its Applications.

Dr Doris Au Wai-ting (歐慧婷博士) of the Department of Biology and Chemistry received the Brain Pool Fellowship (Grade A) at the Brain Pool Programme 2015 by the Korean Federation of Science and Technology Societies.
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Dr Chan Yan-chuen (陳仁川博士) of the Department of Asian and International Studies received the Outstanding Paper Award at the 2016 International Symposium on Culture, Arts and Literature.

Chair Professor Chen Guanrong (陳關榮講座教授) of the Department of Electronic Engineering was elected Fellow of The World Academy of Sciences (2015).

Chair Professor Cheng Shuk Han (鄭淑嫻講座教授) of the Department of Biomedical Sciences was awarded the WIPO Medal for Inventors in the 8th International Invention Fair (2015) by the World Intellectual Property Organization.

Dr Chow Chi-yin (周志賢博士) and Dr Victor Lee Chung-sing (李仲誠博士) of the Department of Computer Science received the Best Paper Award in the 15th International Conference on Algorithms and Architectures for Parallel Processing (2015).

Dr Chow Tin-tai (周天泰博士) of the Division of Building Science and Technology won the 2015 Technology Innovation Prize presented by the Shenzhen Technology Innovation Committee.

Professor Chui Wing-hong (崔永康教授) of the Department of Applied Social Sciences was appointed COFUND Senior Research Fellow by the Institute of Advanced Study, Durham University, and International Ambassador of British Society of Criminology.

Professor Chung Shu-hung (鍾樹鴻教授) of the Department of Electronic Engineering was elected Fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) (2016), and won the Second Prize Paper Award by the Renewable and Sustainable Energy Conversion Systems of the IEEE Industry Applications Society (2015).

Dr Fu Hongbo (傅紅波博士) of the School of Creative Media received the Best Paper Award in the 14th International Conference on Computer-Aided Design and Computer Graphics (2015) co-organised by Northwestern Polytechnical University and Xi’an University of Post and Telecommunication.

Professor Frank He Xin (賀欣教授) of the School of Law was awarded the Best Faculty Paper in the 2016 Annual Conference of International Communication Association.

Professor Kim Sung-moon (金聖文教授) of the Department of Public Policy received an award for Outstanding Academic Output (2015) from the Ministry of Education, Republic of Korea, and was elected Berggruen Fellow (2016) by the Berggruen Institute.

Dr Kim Tae-joon of the Department of Electronic Engineering was awarded the IEEE Communications Society Stephen O. Rice Prize in the Field of Communications Theory, and the IEEE Transactions on Communications Best Paper Award (2016) by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE).
Dr Tetsuro Kobayashi (小林哲郎博士) of the Department of Media and Communication won the ISS/OUP Prize: Social Science Japan Journal Annual Best Paper Prize (2015) presented by the Institute of Social Science (ISS), the University of Tokyo and Oxford University Press (OUP).

Dr Sidney Leung Chi-moon (梁志滿博士) of the Department of Accountancy won the 2015 The British Accounting Review Best Paper Prize by the British Accounting and Finance Association.

Dr Charles Leung Ka-yui (梁嘉銳博士) of the Department of Economics and Finance won the Best Paper Award in the 2015 Global Real Estate Summit organised by the Asian Real Estate Society.

Professor Michael Leung Kwok-hi (梁國熙教授) of the School of Energy and Environment received the Best Presentation Award at the 18th International Conference on Clean Energy (2016) organised by the World Academy of Science, Engineering and Technology.

Ms Li Yuhong (李宇宏女士) of the Department of Media and Communication won the Excellent Supervisor Award (2015) in the College Students’ Oral History Video Recording Contest jointly organised by Beijing Yongyuan Foundation, Zhejiang Dunhe Foundation, the “My History Project” of China Social Assistance Foundation and the Cultural Channel of Tencent.

Dr Carol Lin Sze-ki (連思琪博士) of the School of Energy and Environment won the Gold Medal with the jury’s commendation in the 44th Geneva International Exhibition of Inventions. She also received the BESS Achievement Award in the BioEnergy and Biorefinery Conference (2016) organised by the BioEnergy Society of Singapore.

Professor Liu Chain-tsuan (劉錦川教授) of the College of Science and Engineering received the Distinguished Alumni Awards – Materials Science Specialist and Academicians (2015) from the National Taiwan University.

Dr Liu Chunhua (劉春華博士) of the School of Energy and Environment received the Best Presentation Award at the 41st Annual Conference of the IEEE Industrial Electronics Society 2015.

Dr Lu Yang (陸洋博士) of the Department of Mechanical and Biomedical Engineering received the Best Poster Paper Award in the 9th International Workshop on Advanced Materials (2016) co-organised by Nanjing University of Science and Technology, University of Science and Technology Beijing, and the Yangzhou Municipal Government.
Prizes and Awards
獎項與榮譽

Professor Muammer Ozer of the Department of Management received the Best Paper Presentation Award in the 3rd International Conference on Innovations in Business and Management (2016) organised by the International Economics Development and Research Center, and the Excellent Paper Award in the 44th International Conference on Engineering, Technology, and Innovations organised by the Academics World.

Chair Professor Michael Reichel of the School of Veterinary Medicine was awarded the Diploma of Fellowship by Meritorious Contributions to Learning (2016) by the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, UK.

Chair Professor Jeffrey Shaw of the School of Creative Media was awarded the Golden Nica for Visionary Pioneers of Media Art by Prix Ars Electronica.

Dr Philip Stott of the School of Veterinary Medicine received the Meritorious Service Award (2016) from the Australian Veterinary Association.

Chair Professor Nora Tam Fung-yee of the Department of Biology and Chemistry received the Excellent Products Award at the 17th China Hi-Tech Fair mainly organised by Shenzhen Municipal Government.

Dr Tsang Kim-fung of the Department of Electronic Engineering was awarded the IoT Heroes Award 2016 by the Hong Kong IoT Industry Advisory Council and GS1 Hong Kong.

Professor Giorgio Valente of the Department of Economics and Finance won the Asian Finance Association Best Paper Award sponsored by The Asian Finance Association, and the Best Paper Award by the Vietnam Finance Association International.

Professor Richard Walker of the Department of Public Policy received the Beryl Radin Award for Best Paper by the Journal of Public Administration Research and Theory.
Dr Wang Yu (王宇博士) of the Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering received the GEOSNet Young Researcher Award (2015) in the 5th International Symposium on Geotechnical Safety and Risk organised by the Geotechnical Safety Network (GEOSNet).

Dr Wang Zuankai (王鑽開博士) of the Department of Mechanical and Biomedical Engineering received the Outstanding Youth Award (2016) by the International Society of Bionic Engineering.

Chair Professor Wei Kwok-kee (魏國基講座教授) of the Department of Information Systems was awarded the 2015 LEO Award for Lifetime Exceptional Achievement in Information Systems by the Association for Information Systems.

Dr Xiong Wenjun (熊文君博士) of the Department of Biomedical Sciences won the Poster Prize at the Nature Conference on Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine (2016) organised by the Nature Conference on Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine Scientific Committee.

Dr Xu Hong (徐宏博士) of the Department of Computer Science received the Best Paper Award (2015) in the 23rd IEEE International Conference on Network Protocols (ICNP) organised by the ICNP Steering Committee.

Chair Professor Xue Quan (薛泉講座教授) of the Department of Electronic Engineering won the First Prize of the Guangdong Science and Technology Award (2015) by the Guangdong Provincial Government.

Four CityU scientists won the Second Class Award in the Natural Science category at the 2015 Higher Education Outstanding Scientific Research Output Awards (Science and Technology) from the Ministry of Education: Chair Professor Michael Yang Mengsu (楊夢甦講座教授) of the Department of Biomedical Sciences, Professor Wang Lusheng (王魯生教授) from the Department of Computer Science, Professor Lawrence Wu Chi-man (胡志文教授) from the Department of Physics and Materials Science and Dr So Hing-cheung (蘇慶祥博士) from the Department of Electronic Engineering.

Dr Simon Yau Yung (邱勇博士) of the Department of Public Policy received the Award for Excellence 2016–Outstanding Papers (2016) by the Emerald Literati Network, and was awarded the 2015 ASCE Outstanding Reviewer by the American Society of Civil Engineers.

Dr Dannii Yeung Yuen-Ian (楊婉蘭博士) of the Department of Applied Social Sciences was appointed Fellow of Gerontological Society of America (2016) by the Gerontological Society of America, and was awarded the 2016 Highly Commended Paper, *International Journal of Conflict Management* by the Emerald Group Publishing Limited.